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We’re just getting started…

A few years ago, we reflected on all that Stone Glacier had accomplished and 
we’re proud to be considered an industry-leading backpack company. At the 
time, our company offered less than a dozen packs and a few accessories. Quite 
a small company! That’s when it dawned on us that the time was right to pursue 
another dream we had often discussed. That dream was to create Stone Glacier 
products that would replace everything else we used in the field. We were tired 
of using products from other companies when we knew we had the capabilities 
and the team to do it on our own. Fast forward to 2021 – and it’s no longer a 
dream, but a reality. In addition to backpacks, we now also produce industry-
leading tents, sleeping bags, and other technical apparel. And the innovation 
hasn’t stopped. With multiple patents pending, we continue to change the way 
backcountry hunters think about gear.

This year, we are excited to round out our line of technical apparel with our 
Merino6™ base layers, De Havilland LITE Pants, and late season M7 Series. Our 
Skyline Bino Harness and SQ2 Alpine Gaiters offer patent pending technologies 
that will forever change your expectations of these critical pieces of gear. And 
we’re just getting started. We have many innovative technologies and designs 
in-process that we can’t wait to bring to market. To all our longtime loyal 
customers, thanks for taking the ride with us! And, to our new customers, we 
are proud to have each of you wearing the SG logo in the field. Thank you! We 
can’t wait to show you what’s next!

See you on the mountain.

redefining the 
capabilities of 
ultralight

Cover Photos: @samaverett, @zackboughton Left: Just moments later, Stone Glacier Marketing Director, Lyle Hebel (@lylehebel), would crest the ridge and harvest his first dall sheep. Photo: @samaverett 
Right: Stone Glacier Founder and Lead Designer, Kurt Racicot, and SG employees pose for a Kodak moment on a late season cow elk hunt. Photo: @zackboughton

A LETTER FROM OUR TOP BRASS

Kurt Racicot
Founder/Designer

Jeff Sposito
President/CEO
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For 2021, we’ve continued to expand on our technical line of apparel, utilizing industry-leading innovations to create 

even more pieces for backpack hunters. We now offer a full skin-to-shell system fit for use from early season sheep 

hunts to late season elk hunts. Our patent pending innovations paired with unique textile technologies have led to the 

creation of our Merino6™, Stratum™ Layered Zipper System, and Contour Waist System™. We are also proud to partner 

with Pertex® and Allied Feather + Down to incorporate their HyperDry, Quantum™, and SuperDWR™ technologies 

into our systems.  

The exciting output of all these technical innovations for 2021 is our M7 Series, De Havilland LITE Pants, Chinook 

Merino Series, and Zenith Jacket. We have also improved the fit of our best selling De Havilland Pants and updated 

our Helio Series of products to a better performing grid fleece textile. 

T E C H N I C A L 

APPAREL
“My gear list will shift depending on weather, time of year, or the number of days I anticipate being out. However, these are base items 

that I take on every late season elk, deer or wolf hunt.”- Kurt Racicot, SG Founder & Lead Designer. 

KURT’S LATE SEASON GEAR LIST

Stone Glacier Founder and Lead Designer, Kurt Racicot, 
trudges up to a glassing point while field testing our new 

M7 Series on a late season Montana wolf hunt.  
Photo: @zackboughton

Industry-leading innovation that you’ve come to expect from Stone Glacier. Now, in a clothing 

system built specifically for backpack hunters.

SG Ram Trucker
OSFM

Helio Hoody
14.5 oz. (L)

Chinook Merino Crew LS
8.3 oz. (L)

Chinook Merino Bottom
6.4 oz. (L)

Helio Bottom
8.3 oz. (L)

MSR® Reactor® Stove
14.7 oz.

Wetherby® 30-378 Rifle
Proof Barrel
NightForce® NX8™ Scope
9 lb 12 oz.

Food
1 lb  6 oz. / Day

Grumman Goose Down Jacket
11.8 oz. (L)

SQ2 Alpine Gaiter
Dropping Sring 2021

M7 Jacket
1 lb 1.6 oz. (L)

M7 Pant
1 lb 7.3 oz. (L)

Prototype SG Frame + Bag
Release TBD

Swarovski 12x50 EL Bino
2 lb 2.8 oz. 

BD® Soloist Glove
8.3 oz.

Arc’teryx® Acrux AR Boot
2 lb 11.2 oz. (L)

Swarovski 85 Spotter
4 lb 9.6 oz. 

Kill Kit + Med Kit
2 lb  6 oz.

*N
ew

 2021 SG
 G

ear

Skyline Bino Harness
 8.8 oz. (R)
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SG Content Director, Zack Boughton, takes a final break and moment of reflection before the last descent to the truck and a cold beer. Photo: @tjboughton

We are excited to introduce the Chinook Series of base layers, which 
further builds on our technical apparel line, allowing us to offer a full 
skin-to-shell system for the backcountry hunter. The Chinook Series 
includes a long sleeve crewneck top and a “boot top” length bottom. 
Constructed with Merino6™ textile technology, the Chinook Series is 
specifically designed for extended backpacking trips, but is equally at 
home as an everyday layering piece.

CHINOOK MERINO SERIES

“High exertion in a cold and windy environment really revealed 
the benefits of merino. On this pack out, we were constantly 

sweaty and wet and the ability of the merino to keep me warm 
even when the wind was ripping down the mountain made me 

appreciate the Chinook base layer.” Photo: @tjboughton

Chinook Merino Crew LS
$99  |  S-XXL  |  8.3 oz. (L)

Chinook Merino Bottom
$89  |  S-XXL  | 6.4 oz. (L)

SIZE GUIDE - PAGE 70

Base Layers

Merino6™ is our propriety blend of the highest quality Merino Wool and 

high performing Nylon 6.6 micro denier yarns. After extensive testing, we 

found the perfect combination to be 89% Merino Wool and 11% Nylon. 

By blending Wool and Nylon, we created a textile that leverages the 

benefits of Merino with all the advantages of Nylon. Merino6™ products 

have an extremely soft hand feel, regulate your body temperature while 

eliminating odor, and won’t stretch or shrink like traditional 100% Merino 

textiles. Additionally, the Nylon fibers increase the moisture-wicking 

ability of the garment and enhance the durability of the textile, creating 

the perfect backcountry, next-to-skin, layering piece.

moisture 
wicking and 
wicked soft
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S E E K I N G  S O L A C E

A HUNTER’S 
TRIUMPH

Justin HelvikJordan Gill & Zack Boughton
Photos by: Words by:

Montana
Location: Justin Helvik (@jhelvik) still in disbelief that a hunt could unravel in such a fashion. Having scouted this area hard in the summer, he had located some quality bulls, 

but nothing of this caliber. Finding and shooting this bull was sensory overload at its finest. Photo: @jordangillphotography
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he rising sun illuminated the distant ridgeline with a warm, 
iridescent glow. A bachelor group of bulls, highlighted by the 

alpenglow, worked the ridgeline, thrashing lodgepole pines and 
sparring with one another. The transition from friend to foe was 
on its way. I sat perched on a rocky knob, overlooking some of 
the wildest country Montana has to offer. One particular bull 
caught my eye. He wasn’t a giant, but led me to ponder what 
might lie beyond him in the recesses of that country. The basin 
was big, steep, and unforgiving. With thousands of vertical feet 
to ascend, miles of trailless terrain, fickle weather, and grizzlies 
lurking in the shadows, few people ever dared to venture there. 

I found myself wrestling with just how far to push myself. There is 
a fine line between being hardcore and just plain stupid. This wasn’t 
about ego or for the “Gram.” Perhaps it was the craziness of 2020 that 
forced me to take a hard look inward. With all of my summer plans 
run amuck by Covid, I found myself frequenting the elk woods – not 
only searching for elk, but also seeking solace. 

I was drawn to that particular remote basin because it was the 
ultimate opportunity to challenge myself. Truth be told: this wasn’t 
about trying to score inches, but rather about removing self-
doubt and pushing myself outside of my comfort zone. There were 
obviously easier regions to hunt that typically produced bigger bulls. 
I yearned for more. I decided to tackle those doubts and insecurities 
and venture into the great unknown.

I wouldn’t be alone on this endeavor as photographer 

Jordan Gill joined me. I had mixed feelings about having 

someone with me on this hunt. I consider myself a lone wolf 

and I typically hunt solo. I agreed to let a photographer tag 

along under the premise it wouldn’t take away from my 

experience. The Stone Glacier crew assured me that Jordan 

was the right guy. Given the scope of this backcountry hunt, 

I felt having a sidekick may be a good idea. Besides, I have 

never been one for taking selfies.

The sun slowly drops on the horizon after another evening of scouting.  
Patience is the name of the game in the summer when animal movement 

can be scarce and often only occurs during the first and last hour of the day, 
especially for bulls that have been around the block.

Photo: @zackboughton

Justin Helvik scans the timber below, looking for the owner of 
a unique and guttural bugle.  Knowing the early season often 
means spot and stalk, finding a high vantage point is key to 
locating the right elk to chase. Photo: @jordangillphotography

T

“I was drawn to that particular remote basin because 
it was the ultimate opportunity to challenge myself. 
Truth be told: this wasn’t about trying to score 
inches, but rather about removing self-doubt and 
pushing myself outside of my comfort zone.” 

B

C Skyline Bino Harness
$119  |  8.8 oz. (R)

E Skyline Bear Spray Holster
$25  |  1 oz.

E

D Skyline Rangefinder Pocket
$35  |  2.2 oz. (R)

C

D

F

B Chinook Merino Crew LS
$99  |  S-XXL  |  8.3 oz. (L)

F De Havilland Pant
$189 | S - XXL & MT-XLT | 1 lb 8 oz. (L) 

A

A SG Ram Trucker
$25  |  OSFM

FIELD GEAR CALLOUT

“The next hour was the most intense stalk I have ever 

endeavored. Jordan and I worked together seamlessly 

in a game of tactical chess with the wary ungulates. After 

several close calls, we found ourselves in an advantageous 

position with only a few minutes left. The bull was the last 

in the convoy. As he entered my first window, I drew only 

to have a satellite bull enter the picture and scream.”
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chasing the raghorn off, he climbed back towards us, giving me one last 
chance. The bull stepped into a small window as I gently let out a cow 
call. He froze, my pin settled, and I released my arrow.

It seemed like an eternity as my arrow sailed; as if time stood still. My 
hand found its mark. The hit wasn’t immediately lethal, but Jordan 
managed to locate the bull bedded in the creek bottom. It was now dark, 
so we decided to back out and return to camp. An onslaught of thoughts 
barraged my mind. Would he stay put? How long would he hang on? 
Would the meat spoil? Would a griz claim him overnight? How in the 
world would we get him out of that hole?

At dawn, we made our way back to where we had last seen the bull. 
We approached from above with caution. At first glance, I saw nothing. 
A pit grew in my stomach when Jordan suddenly asked, “Hey, what is 
that down there?” Massive tines protruded above the lush vegetation in 
the creek bottom. A rollercoaster of emotions; relief, ecstasy, and even 
a stroke of sadness engulfed me. Jordan gave me space as I approached 
the fallen mountain monarch. I took a moment to give thanks. All was 
good, including the meat. 

The old warrior had wandered the mountains for over 12 years. Buried 
against his shoulder blade was a piece of copper and lead where he had 

been shot in the past. He had experienced it all; a lifetime of evading 
grizzlies, wolves, humans, and surviving the relentless mountain elements. 

I felt as if I wasn’t worthy of taking such an animal. There is no doubt that 
I was lucky. Perhaps, it was fate or, one could argue, that I made my own 
luck. I had found what I was seeking. It wasn’t the 379 inches of antler 
that I now grasped; I had overcome my doubts and tribulations. In a 
time when the world seemed to be falling apart, I felt fulfilled.  Even the 
ensuing brutal pack out of nine miles and 3,000 vertical feet didn’t deter 
my euphoria; if anything, it added to the experience. I had accomplished 
what I once thought was impossible. Further, I was able to cherish the 
moment with a new friend and hunting partner.

Jordan and I set out before the season opener and reached camp 
just as the sun was setting. We hiked to just below the saddle 
and were greeted with a few bugles and the sound of antlers 
clashing. We looked at each other with a grin. The stage was set 
for what would be a hunt of a lifetime. 

At first light, we located and worked a bull for a few 

hours to no avail. We sat down to relax in the fresh 

autumn air. Every so often, we could hear another 

mysterious bugle from  afar. We couldn’t lay eyes on 

him, but our curiosity heightened. His boisterous 

bugle reverberated through the canyon. The waiting 

game commenced. 

Later that afternoon, a cow appeared across the canyon, nearly 
a mile away. Soon six cows were feeding through the broken 
timber. Finally, the bull appeared, lumbering into an opening, 
thrashing a conifer. The sight was astonishing; he was the one. 
He owned the basin. Every micro decision from this point on 
would matter. One wrong move and the bull would undoubtedly 
vanish as he had evaded hunters for years. An acute focus took 
over as I watched the herd bull and his harem. A couple of 
painstaking hours passed. I knew it would take patience and 
resilience to close the deal. It appeared they were making their 
way across the mountainside, heading for a seep to water. Jordan 
and I agreed it was time to begin our stalk. 

After a treacherous descent and climb, we arrived at our ambush 
only to find the elk had dropped into the bottom of the canyon. 
We nearly decided to back out when we heard the bull bugle 

again, now working up the drainage with the 
wind at his back. There was no hesitation; with 
under an hour left of daylight, we made a play.

The next hour was the most intense stalk I 
have ever endeavored. Jordan and I worked 
together seamlessly in a game of tactical chess 
with the wary ungulates. After several close 
calls, we found ourselves in an advantageous 
position with only a few minutes left. The bull 
was the last in the convoy. As he entered my 
first window, I drew only to have a satellite 
bull enter the picture and scream. My heart 
sank as I watched the herd bull charge down 
the mountain to run off the challenger. 
My opportunity was lost. Fortunately, after 

Left: Jordan Gill fires off a burst of photos with his Nikon as Justin pushes 
forward on an all day pack out, hoping to get the final load to the tailgate 

before dark. Photo: @zackboughton 

Right: September can be a wild month in the mountains – both for the elk rut 
and also the weather.  This day saw sun, rain, snow and wind all appear during 

the five-hour hike out. Photo: @jordangillphotography

Point your smartphone camera at the 

QR code to see more photos and videos 

from this hunt of a lifetime!
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Updated for 2021, our best selling Helio Series now boasts a performance 

grid fleece textile that insulates and transfers moisture better than ever. 

Available in a Hoody and Bottoms, the Helio Series incorporates Polygiene® 

Odor Control Technology and our innovative Stratum™ Layered Zipper 

System. These are two pieces that should be included in every hunter’s kit.

HELIO SERIES

Helio Hoody
$119 | S - XXL | 14.5 oz. (L)

Helio Bottom
$99 | S - XXL | 8.3 oz. (L)

SIZE GUIDE - PAGE 70

Insulating Mid-layer

The Stratum™ Layered Zipper System (A) is an innovative 

feature found on all Stone Glacier pants and bottoms. This 

unique system allows the wearer to vent their layers all the 

way to the skin for unprecedented temperature regulation 

without requiring the repetitive addition and removal of 

layers throughout the day. Increase warmth by keeping 

all the zippers closed during extended glassing sessions 

and unzip to quickly ventilate and dump heat during periods of high 

exertion. No matter the situation, the Stratum™ Layered Zipper System 

makes temperature regulation easier than ever.

Travis Boughton (@tjboughton) quickly navigating a small creek 
in the hustle to hit a nearby mountain saddle by first light.
Photo: @samaverett

Stone Glacier Classic Trucker

$25 | OSFM

“Absolutely love it, especially the longer sleeves, fit, comfort 

and weight “ - Devon D. / Verified Buyer

“Surprisingly versatile for different temperature ranges and has a great 

athletic fit. I’m 5’10”, 180, athletic build and a L fits great over a base layer 

t-shirt and under the De Havilland jacket with room to add insulation if 

desired. I’ll be getting another couple of these.“ - Scott C. / Verified Buyer

U P D AT E D

Polygiene prevents the growth of odor-causing bacteria at 

the source. The treatment is applied at the finishing stages 

of textile production and field and lab tests show a high 

level of odor control beyond the usual lifespan of a garment.

A

Grid Fleece 
Textile
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DE HAVILLAND LITE PANT

$169  | S - XXL & MT-XLT  |  1 lb 3 oz. (L)

SIZE GUIDE - PAGE 70

Early Season Pant

Stone Glacier’s Andrew Whitney and Zack Boughton glass 
across the broken Central Montana prairie in search of elk 

during the filming of an upcoming project.
Photo @samaverett

Andrew Whitney breaks for a breather on a long pack out during a successful early season archery 
mule deer hunt in Nevada. Photo: @jordangillphotography

Point your smartphone camera at the 

QR code to  learn more about  the 

NEW De Havilland LITE Pant.

The all-new De Havilland LITE Pants offer the same industry-leading features as 
our best-selling De Havilland Pants with an updated, Nylon double weave textile 
that is about 25% lighter than its all-season predecessor. Built with our innovative 
and Patent Pending Contour Waist™ System, true boot cut cuffs, Stratum™ 
Zippered Layer System, and YKK zippers, this pant will be your go-to for all early 
season forays into the backcountry. Knee pad compatibility and front-facing 
cargo pockets that include an internal cell phone sleeve ensure comfort and easy 
access to necessities. If you are on the market for a backpacking pant perfect for 
early season conditions or you already love our original De Havilland Pants, the 
De Havilland LITE Pants are sure to become your new go-to in the mountains.
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Designed with a highly weather resistant and durable, 4-way stretch, Polyester/

Nylon blend textile, the De Havilland series is the perfect combination of durability, 

wind resistance, and breathability. Featuring patent pending innovations, such as 

the Contour Waist™ System, and our new Stratum™ Layered Zipper System, the De 

Havilland Jacket and Pants are our go-to outerwear for any backcountry hunt. 

DE HAVILLAND SERIES

SIZE GUIDE - PAGE 70

Durable Softshell

“Love the jacket, not too bulky for heavy hikes, and a 

big plus is a little longer coat tail so your lower back 

stays covered and also gives you an extra layer to sit 

on for glassing.“ - Josh H. / Verified Buyer

Visit StoneGlacier.com for additional customer reviews.

“I was able to use it on a high exertion hunt where the 

pit zip vents came in handy. It performs well given 

its ability to stretch, vent heat, and cut wind. It’s 

definitely a versatile piece.“ - Kim E. / Verified Buyer

“I’ve used the De Havilland pants for two spring bear 

hunts. They are by far the best one I’ve used. Highly 

breathable with the long side zip. Great fit and love 

the belt design.“ - Eric F. / Verified Buyer

Jeremy Ruesink (@rogue_expeditions) throttles up and circles wide on another large
costal Alaskan black bear. Photo: @calvinconnor

NEW for 2021, the De Havilland Pant 

boasts all the same features you’ve come 

to love with an updated fit, featuring more 

leg articulation for increased comfort and 

performance in the field. 

De Haviland Jacket
$229 | S - XXL | 1 lb 7 oz. (L)

De Havilland Pant
$189 | S - XXL & MT-XLT | 1 lb 8 oz. (L) 

U P D AT E D  F I T

Breathable Protection

C De Havilland Pant
$189 | S - XXL & MT-XLT | 1 lb 8 oz. (L) 

D Sky Talus 6900
$684 | 5 Lb 12 oz.

B De Havilland Jacket
$229 | S - XXL | 1 lb 7 oz. (L)

A Grumman Goose Down Jacket
$329 | S - XXL | 11.8 oz. (L)

FIELD GEAR CALLOUT

A

B

C

D
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Grumman Goose Down Pant
$229 | S - XXL | 16 oz. (L) 

Constructed with industry-leading technologies and best-in-class materials, the 

Grumman insulation pieces have a better warmth-to-weight ratio than any other down 

insulation we have ever tested. 850+ fill HyperDry™ waterproof down insulation, 

wrapped in a Pertex® Quantum shell guarantee the Grumman Goose Down Jacket and 

Pants will keep you warm and comfortable on the coldest backcountry hunts while 

ensuring the ultimate in ultralight packability.

GRUMMAN GOOSE DOWN SERIES

Grumman Goose  Down Jacket
$329 | S - XXL | 11.8 oz. (L)

Packable Insulation

Left: Ryan Lampers takes a minute to admire his 
late season Montana buck. Right: Ryan settles into 
his shelter for the night and rehydrates after a day 

of hunting. Photos: @_sly_sylvester

850+ 
down fill

Responsible Down Standard (RDS) - All down products 

from Stone Glacier come from an RDS Certified Supplier. 

We only use down that comes from ducks and geese that 

were treated ethically.
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The Zenith high loft fleece is designed to be worn around town 
or as an ultra-quiet outerwear piece for short day trips into the 
mountains. It features a full length YKK zipper as well as two 
strategically placed hand pockets for easy use while wearing 
a backpack. When comfort and warmth are fundamental, the 
Zenith Fleece Jacket has you covered. 

ZENITH FLEECE JACKET

$149  |  S-XXL  |  1 lb 6.4 oz (L)

High Loft Fleece Insulation Stone Glacier CEO, Jeff Sposito (@sagejames256), finishing 
up repairs on the ol Chevy. Fun fact, Jeff has owned this truck 

since he was 16 years young. Photo: @zackboughton

High Loft Fleece - High loft fleece fabrics trap your body’s warmth in air 
pockets created by the knit. Fleece fabrics also repel moisture and dry quickly 
when wet. Additionally, fleece will maintain its warmth to weight ratio even 
when compressed during layering. 

 SG Brim Cuffed Beanie 

$30 | OSFM

SIZE GUIDE ON PAGE 70.
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The Stone Glacier Black Label program was designed only for the most 

dedicated SG customers.  Exclusive perks + Limited Edition products.  

Available exclusively at StoneGlacier.com

A V A I L A B L E  T H I S  S P R I N G

U N C O M P R O M I S E D  E X C L U S I V I T Y
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SG Marketing Director, Lyle Hebel puts the M5 jacket and pant to work. After 
locating a group of mountain goats on Kodiak Island, a storm blew in, making it 
impossible to try and make a move on the herd. Photo: @samaverett 

Built with our own waterproof textile technology, HydraShield™ 3L, the M5 
is a mechanical stretch 3-Layer laminate that boasts a waterproof rating 
of 31,000mm and a MVTR breathability rating of 27,600g/m2/24hr. A 
full feature of innovations includes our Patent Pending Contour Waist™ 
System for ease of layering, YKK Vislon® and Aquaguard zippers, and our 
unique Stratum™ Zippered Layering System. The M5 Series provides the 
protection you are looking for from Mother Nature’s elements when deep 
in the backcountry. 

M5 SERIES

Sloan Brown and our own Lyle Hebel navigate narrow 
waters on Kodiak Island after a successful mountain goat 

hunt. The air was ripe with the odor of dead spawning 
humpies and pipe tobacco. Photo: @samaverett

Breathable Rain Gear

durable 
protection 
+ packability 

M5 Jacket
$329 | S - XXL | 1 lb 1 oz. (L)

M5 Pant
$299 | S - XXL & MT-XLT | 15 oz. (L) 

SIZE GUIDE ON PAGE 70.
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. 
Vestibulum finibus velit ut enim sollicitudin, luctus vehicula eros 
feugiat. Donec sapien enim, consequat ornare nibh id, volutpat 
viverra risus. Fusce in libero porttitor, vestibulum magna ut, 
accumsan magna. Vestibulum rhoncus lectus nec gravida luctus. 
// Photo @tjboughton

Kurt Racicot puts his glass to work in search of wolves. There is an old saying in Montana... 
“If you don’t like the weather, wait five minutes.” About an hour later, Kurt and camera man Zack Boughton 

enjoyed a weather swing of freezing sleet. Photo: @zackboughton

The M7 Jacket is a top-of-the-line outerwear piece for late season hunts. The fleece backer gives it 

the added insulation needed when the temperatures drop and the 100% windproof and waterproof 

HydraSheild SS™ textile will protect you from any late season elements. Built utilizing the same 

construction as the M7 Jacket, the M7 Pant incorporates our Stratum™ Layered Zipper System for 

efficient thermal regulation as well as our Patent Pending Contour Waist System™ for optimal layering 

ability. All pockets are zippered to keep your valuables safe and concealed. If you’re post-holing 

through the snow or glassing up on a knob, this 100% windproof and waterproof pant will be your go-

to for any late season adventure.

M7 SERIES

M7 Jacket
$369 | S - XXL | 1 lb 6.4 oz (L)

M7 Pant
$329 | S - XXL & MT-XLT |  1 lb 6.4 oz (L)

Insulated Waterproof Protection

SIZE GUIDE - PAGE 70

late season protection

Fleece Backer
Taped Seams
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Ryan Lampers (@sthealthyhunter) descends through grizzly and 
smoke infested Wyoming backcountry with trophy in tow on a 
September backpack hunt. Photo: @_sly_sylvester

Our pack systems have become known as the lightest load carrying 
packs available with a diligent design focus on the demanding needs 
of backcountry hunters. Each of our designs has a strategic purpose 
and our system is feature rich with innovations like the Load-Shelf and 
Bivy-Mode. Built with industry leading textiles, such as Cordura® and 
Xpac®, all of our packs are manufactured in the USA utilizing 100% 
Berry Compliant materials. Our packs are the foundation of Stone 
Glacier and we know they will exceed your expectations. 

U L T R A L I G H T

Redefining the capabilities of ultralight.
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Made in the USA

The revolutionary Xcurve Frame combines pack frame comfort 

and lightweight durability like never before. The anatomically 

matched curvature of the frame conforms to your lower-back 

and torso for unmatched load-bearing comfort.

the ultimate 
in strength & 
durabilityI N T E G R A T E D

MADE IN THE USA

load-shelf

Left: Brandon Purcell (@durango.boone) makes final 
adjustments to his buck before loading it into his Sky 5900’s 
load-shelf. Right: Fully loaded and headed up to the main ridge 
to camp before heading to the truck the following morning. 
Photos: @zackboughton

A Load-Shelf is integrated into all of our frames, 

allowing the user to expand the bag off the 

frame to pack gear or meat in between the bag 

and the frame. This eliminates the need to put 

meat inside the bag and keeps the heaviest of 

loads more stable and closer to your back for 

increased comfort.

XCURVE FRAME

$365 | 3 lb 1 oz. | 150 lb+ Load Rating

Load Cell Dry Bag
$39 | 4.5 oz. | 2500 cui

Redefining the capabilities of ultralight.
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We have redesigned our smallest pack, the Serac 1700, to add 

more versatility to the system. Great for day hunts or early season 

scouting missions, the Serac remains 1,700 cubic inches, but now 

has an internal frame and removable shoulder straps so it can be 

used as as standalone pack or quickly installed onto one of our 

load carrying frames for heavy pack outs.

SERAC 1700
$239 | TW 2 lb

AVAIL 2200
$289 | TW 3 lb 1 oz.

The ultimate “utility” day pack, the Avail 2200 is built to carry any 

essential gear needed for in-and-out trips into the backcountry. A 

versatile bag with endless capabilities, the Avail can be used as a 

standalone internal frame pack or installed onto one of our load 

carrying frames for extended use.
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KIOWA 3200
$329 | TW 4 lb 1 oz.

The Kiowa (ki-o-wa) 3200 is the result of research and 

development with our good friend and retired Marine Sniper, 

Caylen Wojcik. We set out to create a pack that could function 

equally as a range bag for tactical shooters or a day pack for front 

country hunting expeditions. 

APPROACH 1800
$584 | TW 4 lb 2 oz. | Bag 1 lb 1 oz.

Designed for those monster days when leaving the trailhead 

hours before light to hit your glassing spot as dawn breaks, then 

spending the rest of the day grinding out the miles and elevation to 

close the gap before dark. The Approach is the minimalist day trip 

package with integrated optics pockets and extended load-shelf 

for the heavy load out.

*Pack Frame Required

DAY PACKS
Stone Glacier Day Packs are designed with the minimalist 

hunter in mind or for those quick excursions in and out of the 

field when carrying a large quarry of gear is not necessary.  

Andrew Whitney (@andrew_whitney) creeping slowly 
ahead, trying to get a vantage into the next basin during a 
summer mule deer scouting trip. Photo: @zackboughton

PAC KS

Made in the USAMade in the USA Made in the USAMade in the USA
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MULTI-DAY

Up close and personal on Kodiak Island. 
SG Marketing Director Lyle Hebel (left), Mark Healey 

(middle), and guide Cole Kramer (right) wait for a billy 
to filter through a pinch point. Photo: @samaverett

SKY TALUS 6900
$684 | TW 5 lb 12 oz. | Bag 2 lb 11 oz.

A full feature pack designed to blend light weight 

design with increased access and organization. A 

6,400 cubic main bag with 500 cubic inch lid, the Sky 

Talus has four external side pockets. The two large 

side pockets have full length, heavy duty #10 zippers 

with dual sliders for quick access to spotting scope 

and items needed on the trail. 

SKY GUIDE 7900
$694 | TW 5 lb 15 oz. | Bag 2 lb 14 oz.

Designed for – and with the feedback from – the most 

demanding mountain hunting guides in the world. 

This pack is built to carry all your gear and then some 

for long extended hunts when running out of room 

for gear and food is not an option.

SKY 5900
$659 | TW 5 lb 8 oz. | Bag 2 lb 7 oz.

The Sky 5900 has quickly become one of our most popular packs 

due to its optimal size and large beaver-tail panel access to the 

main compartment. The 1,200 cubic inch front-zipped pocket 

allows quick access to your spotting scope or other necessities 

while scaling mountains.

Made in the USA Made in the USA Made in the USA
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EXPEDITION

PAC KS

PAC KS

We improved our best selling small capacity pack by adding an 

integrated differential cut spotting scope pocket. This pack is the ideal 

minimalist multi-day pack that is the perfect combination of capability 

and versatility. Inspired by solo sheep hunts in Alaska, the Stone Glacier 

Solo makes an ideal minimalist backcountry multi-day backpack.

SOLO
$619 | TW 4 lb 9 oz. | Bag 1 lb 8 oz.

Made in the USA

SKY ARCHER 6400
$659 | TW 5 lb 8 oz. | Bag 2 lb 7 oz.

We have redesigned our ever-popular Sky Archer to 

include an internal spotting scope pocket and a more 

efficient full length side zipper that allows access to 

the main compartment of the bag without having to 

remove your bow. Perfect for backcountry bowhunters 

and late season rifle hunters alike, the Sky Archer is 

one of our lightest expedition-sized packs.

Made in the USA
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Rain Cover

$54 | 3.5 oz.

Large Accessory Pocket
$27 | 2.3 oz. | 84 cui

Rain Cover Small

$49 | 2.5 oz.

Accessory Pocket
$24 | 2.2 oz. | 40 cui

Hydro Holster

$24 | 3.5 oz.

Swing-Out Pocket
$16 | 1.0 oz. | 112 cui

Camp Pocket
$19 | 1.8 oz. | 332 cui

Hydro Sleeve
$24 | 1.7 oz. | 350 cui

Cordura™ Camp Pocket
$24 | 3 oz. | 332 cui

Hydro Lid

$59 | 6.4 oz. | 500 cui

Sky Series Lid

$42 | 6.04 oz. | 500 cui

PAC K

Access Bag
$69 | 7.68 oz. | 900 cui

Spotting Scope Pocket
$39 | 4.1 oz. | 375 cui

Point your smartphone camera at the QR code for 

more information on our pack accessories and 

learn how they attach to our packs.

Andrew Whitney sorting through summer scouting essentials 
during a summer hike looking for bucks and bulls in the 
Montana high country. Photo: @zackboughton

39StoneGlacier.com  |  
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Made in the USA

The Krux EVO Frame sets the standard in ultralight design while 

maintaining the load hauling comfort and durability Stone 

Glacier packs are known for. We’ve taken our proven platform 

and created a frame that excels in the mountains in the lightest 

weight form we’ve ever built.

ultralight
load-hauling

MADE IN THE USA

Andrew Whiteny descends back to camp after locating a 
mature mule deer buck in the Nevada high country.

Photo: @jordangillphotography

KRUX EVO FRAME

$365 | 2 lb 7 oz. | 150 lb+ Load Rating

Everything you need and nothing you don’t. 

Zack Boughton rests mid packout and remembers that 
packing out elk uphill is harder than downhill. A full elk 
quarter loaded in the load-shelf and rack attached with a 
compression strap extender kit is standard fare for a final 
load on a pack out. Photo; @tjboughton

When fitting a Stone Glacier Pack, there are three things we look for in a perfect fit. (A) First, we always want the belt centered on 

the tip of your hip bone. Belt positioning can be altered by adjusting the attachment height of the shoulder straps. (B) Next, we 

want to make sure the shoulder straps make solid contact with the backside of our shoulders. (C) If a gap is present between the 

shoulder strap and shoulder, it often can be eliminated by loosening the load lifters. Lastly, we want to aim for the color transition 

on the shoulder straps (D) to land on, or close to, your collarbone. Placement can be altered with a combination of adjusting the 

attachment height of the shoulder straps on the frame sheet and loosening of load lifters.

pack fit
P R O P E R

D

A

C

B
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The EVO 3300 is the lightest weight load-hauling pack we’ve ever 

created. It is a capable day pack that can also be used for multi-

day ventures for the ultralight and discerning backcountry hunter. 

After you notch your tag, use the load-shelf with our 2,500+ cubic 

inch Load Cell Dry Bag that is sized to carry an entire boned sheep 

or mule deer.

EVO 3300
$604 | TW 3 lb 13 oz. | Bag 1 lb 6 oz.

MADE IN THE USA

EVO 40/56
$612 | TW 4 lb | Bag 1 lb 9 oz.

The EVO 40/56 is a versatile multi-day pack that is 4,000 

cubic inches in Bivy-Mode and can be expanded to 5,600 

cubic inches with the inclusion of the EVO Lid. This pack was 

designed for the “ounce counter” who spends many nights on 

the mountain carrying camp on their back, day-to-day.

Tay D’Agostino (@tay.dags) fighting through Central 
Montana mud AKA gumbo during a rifle season deer hunt.
Photo: @samaverett

Zack Boughton pushes up the final ascent to a glassing 
knob during a Montana spring bear hunt.

Photo: @samaverett

MADE IN THE USA

EVO Series Lid
$42 | 6 oz. | 500 cui

“Got to use my new EVO 3300 for an elk hunt and a mule deer hunt this year. Best 

pack I have ever used! Extremely easy to load all meat and, once loaded, the 

weight was very well distributed. Would highly recommend this pack to anyone 

in need of packing out their harvest. “ - Scott H. / Verified Buyer

A EVO 3300
$604  |  3 lb 13 oz.

B EVO Quick Release Weapon Sling
$26  |  1.4 oz.

C Helio Hoody
$119 | S - XXL | 14.5 oz. (L)

D De Havilland Pant
$189 | S - XXL & MT-XLT | 1 lb 8 oz. (L) 

E SQ2 Alpine Gaiter
Dropping this Spring

FIELD GEAR CALLOUT
A

B

C

D

E

EVO 6900
$684  | TW 5 lb 2 oz. | Bag 2 lb 11 oz.

A full feature pack designed to blend lightweight design with 

increased access and organization. A 6,400 cubic main bag 

with 500 cubic inch lid, the EVO 6900 has 4 external side 

pockets. The two large side pockets have full length, heavy-

duty #10 zippers with dual sliders for quick access to spotting 

scope and items needed on the trail. 

MADE IN THE USA
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The R3 3300 is designed for day use operations requiring 

innovative function with heavy load hauling capabilities in an 

ultralight platform. Boasting a conceal weapons carry option in the 

main compartment, MOLLE webbing attachments, and the ability 

to add our R3 Tac Weapon Sling and 240 Panel, the R3 3300 is 

truly a versatile option for use in the field or on the mountain.

R3 3300
$594 | TW 4 lb 10 oz. | Bag 1 lb 12 oz.

R3 5900
$639 | TW 5 lb 5 oz. | Bag 2 lb 7 oz.

The R3 5900 brings a new level of load hauling capacity to 

the R3 platform. Designed to be used with our R3 Frame for 

inclusion of the R3 Tac Weapon Sling and 240 Panel. Internal 

MOLLE webbing and multiple attachment points for Camp and 

Swing-Out pockets make the R3 5900 the ultimate solution for 

for high altitude, long distance missions in the mountains.

Left: SG’s own Andrew Whitney and Zack Boughton run 
through long-range field training with a Special Ops group 

on a cold February day. Right: Positional shooting being 
implemented by the Special Ops leader utilizing the frame 

of a R3 3300 as a shooting rest. Photos: @calvinconnor

/recon
/ response 
/rescue

R3 FRAME

$335 | 2 lb 14 oz. | 150 lb+ Load Rating

The R3 Series of packs are designed on the same platform as our 

industry-leading ultralight hunting packs, but specifically for tactical 

use. With feedback from our country’s finest operators, the R3 packs 

represent the next advancement in military pack systems. Innovation 

and technology have evolved, and so should your pack system. 

MADE IN THE USA

Tactical design, unlimited applications. MADE IN THE USA

R3 Conceal Lid
$49 | 7.6 oz. | 500 cui

MADE IN THE USA
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STOL 7000
$175 | 2 lb 2 oz. | 7,000 cui

STOL 4000
$150 | 1 lb 12 oz. | 4,000 cui

TRAVEL 
READY

STOL DUFFEL BAGS
The STOL series of duffle bags are designed for the rigorous travel experienced when 

hopping (bush) planes, trains and automobiles when heading to the mountains.

Constructed of a highly durable and waterproof textile that is primarily used in sails 

for high-end sail racing boats, STOL duffel bags provide useful functionality in a 

lightweight and compact package. Unlike many popular designs today, we specifically 

designed the STOLs without a rigid structure so when not in use they can be easily 

rolled up and tucked away. 

Packed up, cinched down, and headed out for the next mission.
Photo: @transientoutdoorsman
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This recipe is sure to become one of your favorites and is a go-to to impress family 
and friends due to it’s excellent “curb appeal” and mind-blowing flavor.  Plus, it’s 
a breeze to make and pretty easy on the pocketbook. Minus the cost of the moose 
hunt of course! And, did we mention avocado is a super food? Simply, make some 
Pico de Gallo, grill the steak and avocados and heap it all together on a plate. Oh, 
and don’t forget the fried olive appetizer to get everyone started...these might be 
the best part of the whole meal!  

For full details and a side of sarcasm, scan the QR code below to 

catch episodes of “Awkwardly Cooking with Lyle” and watch first-

hand how the Moose Grilled Stuffed avocados turned out!”

Moose Grilled 
Stuffed Avocados +
Fried Olives

Fried Olives

+ 1 Jar Castelvetrano Olives

+ 1/2 Cup Panko Bread Crumbs

+ 1/2 Cup Flour

+ 1 Egg

+ Canola Oil

+ 1/3 Cup Mayonnaise

+ Lemon Juice

+ Minced Garlic

+ Salt & Pepper

Moose Grilled Stuffed Avocados 

+ 2-3 Moose Steaks (or substitute any red meat)

+ 4 Ripe Avocados

+ 2 Roma Tomatoes

+ 1 Red Onion

+ 1/2 Cup Fresh Cilantro

+ 2 Cloves of Garlic

+ 1 Jalepeno

+ 1/2 Cup Queso Fresco Cheese

+ 2 Tsps Chilli Powder

+ 1/2 Cup Olive Oil

+ 1 Lime

Top: Moose Grilled Stuffed Avocados are a colorful dish full of flavor, 
perfectly suited for casual gatherings with family or friends.  

Bottom Left: SG’s Lyle Hebel, Jeff Sposito, and famous local 
backcountry chef, Buck Reece (@stickandstrings), hard at work 
running through the recipe and smashing silver bullets. 

Bottom Middle: Buck, finger deep, prepping olives for the frying pan.

Bottom Right: Jeff, finalizing step one of this famous recipe, deep in 
the remote tundra of Alaska, on a recent Moose hunt. One moose will 
make this recipe plenty of times!  

Use the QR code to view the full 
recipe & “How To” instructions.

Point your smartphone camera at the QR code below and learn how to make this dish! 
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SLEEPING 
BAGS

P E R F O R M A N C E

Brand Purcell explains where he had spotted bears the previous evening. With no precipitation in the forecast, he decided to 
sleep on his glassing knob to make sure that he was in position at first and last light. Photo: @samaverett The Chilkoot 0° & Chilkoot 15° Ultralight Down 

Sleeping bags take comfort and performance to 

the next level.

Like backpacks, sleeping bags are a critical piece of gear that 
an experienced backpack hunter knows better than to skimp 
on. Warmth to weight ratios, R-values, temp ratings, packability, 
and overall weight are things we have all mulled over to find a 
solution that will ultimately keep us comfortable and well-rested 
so we can perform at the highest level on the mountain. 

We spent countless hours scouring materials, manufacturers, testing 
different designs, and detailing specifications to ultimately create 
what we believe to be the best performing sleeping bags we’ve ever 
used. We partnered with industry leading material suppliers, Pertex® 
and Allied Feather + Down, and married them in a cocoon with just 
the right amount of technical simplicity to produce a sleeping bag 
worth its weight in gold.

“I just got finished doing a bison hunt float trip on the Copper River and we got four days of 

hunting on the river then got iced out and almost didn’t make it off the river. It was sub zero 

temps for all four days and some of my gear got wet. I just wore it in the bag when I went to 

bed along with the last of our frozen water bottles and the bag saved my butt. Thawed our 

dwindling water supply and dried all my wet stuff via body heat. I would suggest this bag to 

everyone doing any cold weather camping. Amazing bag.” - Christopher A. / Verified Buyer

“Just returned from six weeks guiding in the Arctic, including a four-

week stretch in spike camps. Every hard day ended with comfort 

and warmth in the Chilkoot. Many days of rain made it impossible 

to keep the bag completely dry. Regardless, if performed like a 

champ... warm and comfortable.” - David D. / Verified Buyer

Visit StoneGlacier.com for additional customer reviews.
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Stuff Sack Included

The Chilkoot Series of sleeping bags are designed for backpack hunters going deep into the mountains 

for days on end. With a focus on warmth to weight ratio and packability, the Chilkoot 15° and Chilkoot 0° 

bags utilizes industry leading materials to achieve an overall weight and temperature rating that is best-

in-class. A Pertex® Quantum shell adds water and wind resistance to protect the 850+ Fill power goose 

down HyperDRY™ insulation. 

CHILKOOT SLEEPING BAGS
Ultralight and Packable

Chilkoot 15°
$549 | OSFA | 2 lb 3 oz.

Chilkoot 0°
$599 | OSFA | 2 lb 10 oz. 

How waterproof are our sleeping bags? Point your 

smartphone camera at the QR code and watch as we 

put our bags through the “Cooler Test.”

“Just got back from 11 days in the Brooks Range using this bag. 

It was very roomy, but packed down small and light. Humidity 

seemed high and everything was wet, but the bag was always 

warm and dry inside.“ - Colby R. / Verified Buyer

Responsible Down Standard (RDS) - All down products 

from Stone Glacier come from an RDS Certified Supplier. 

We only use down that comes from ducks and  

geese that were treated ethically.
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TENTS
U L T R A L I G H T

“Camping as near to your glassing points as you can is key, but camping on 
them in this case is even better. Having a bombproof tent on this spring bear 
hunt kept us warm and saved us from having to hike in – despite some vicious 

winds that this area is well known for.” -Zack Boughton
Photo: @samaverett

Tents and shelters designed for all season use with unprecedented versatility.

Stone Glacier tents and shelters are designed with weight, performance, and function at the forefront of the 
process. A backcountry shelter is a serious piece of gear that can not be compromised. It is for this reason that we 
sought out the most experienced tent designer in the industry, Martin Zemitis. In collaboration with Martin and 
his team, we have designed and produced a unique line of shelters unlike any in the hunting industry. Utilizing 
patented innovations, top-of-line textiles, and unique features, Stone Glacier tents are sure to keep you safe and 
comfortable on backcountry excursions across the globe. 
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Mesh Insert
$89 | 10 oz.

Tub Footprint
$89 | 9.9 oz.

Flat Footprint
$69 | 6.7 oz.

Skyscraper 2p Accessories

$595 | 4 lb 3 oz.

Our best selling Skyscraper 2p took the hunting world by storm when introduced two years ago. 

An unmatched weight-to-strength ratio coupled with unprecedented versatility quickly made 

this shelter a favorite amongst Stone Glacier loyalists. For 2021, we have taken the proven design 

and enhanced it’s capabilities by upgrading to 10.65mm DAC poles, redesigning the doors, and 

adding an external venting system to prevent any condensation. 

2-Person, 4-Season

SKYSCRAPER 2P

SkyAir ULT Accessories

SKYAIR ULT
$165 | 8 oz.

The SkyAir ULT is a sil/sil tarp tent large enough for two men and gear that only weighs 

8 oz. The poleless design is pitched with a trekking pole in the front and back and 

stakes around the side. For early season use, you will be hard pressed to find a lighter 

weight shelter. Planning on bugs? Incorporate the Mesh insert! You can also add the Flat 

Footprint and Vestibule to further protect you and your gear from the elements. 

The Minimalist Backcountry Hunter’s Dream

Mesh Insert
$125 | 10 oz.

Vestibule
$49 | 2 oz.

Flat Footprint
$69 | 3 oz.

crazy light
Lyle Hebel shakes out his sleeping bag in preparation for a 
bush plane ride back to civilization. The hunt was over and 
Lyle was sad. Photo: @samaverett

Andrew Whitney surveys the surrounding area, mentally 
formulating a game plan for the day’s deer hunt.
Photo: @jordangillphotography

“I packaged this with the mesh insert and the vestibule. At 

9,200 ft elevation we faced some formidable winds. I 

couldn’t believe how well two trekking poles held up to the 

forces of wind, nor how warm I stayed in low 40 degree 

temps. I love this thing!“ - Justin W. / Verified Buyer

The Skyscraper 2P tent can be 

configured four different ways. Point 

your smartphone camera at the QR 

code to see the setups. 
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Alaska can and will throw just about every weather condition at you on a fall hunt. Having a 
warm tent helps keep moral high and gear dry. Photo: @tay.dags

bring the heat
to basecamp

SKYDOME 6P
The SkyDome 6p is a true mountaineering style base camp shelter built from legendary tent designer 

Martin Zemitis’s experiences creating bombproof shelters for expeditions to the summits of Mount 

Everest and its likes. An octagonal shape and burly 13.2mm DAC poles allow the SkyDome the 

ability to resist the heaviest of snow loads and deter the hardest hitting wind gusts. A large vestibule, 

integrated stove jack, multiple roof vents, and a peak height of 6’ 4” make this tent equally livable as 

a wall tent, but at a third of the weight. The removable floor can be rolled back for a clean cook area 

or completely eliminated to save weight and create a floorless shelter. The 210 denier PE floor and 

70 denier sil/sil fly and wall textiles ensure this shelter will last season after season.

$2750  |  Minimum Trail Weight: 27 lb 4oz.  |  Packaged Weight: 34 lb

Mountaineering Style Base Camp Built for Hunting
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GEAR
After years of development, design, and rigorous testing, we are excited to launch our first pieces of technical gear.  

Featuring patent pending innovations, our Skyline Bino Harness and SQ2 Alpine Gaiter were developed to change the 

way hunters use and think about these key pieces of gear. We started by identifying all the failure points and weak links 

that we had struggled with over years of field use. The goal wasn’t just to produce another gaiter or another bino harness, 

but to solve these issues permanently. Through this process, we created the Contrail™ Boot Strap and the OptikFit™ 

Adjustment System. Two innovations not seen in the hunting or outdoor spaces and two innovations that we believe you 

won’t be able to live without once experienced in the field.  

No bad days on Kodiak Island! SG Marketing Director, Lyle Hebel, 
out for a rip looking for a mature billy. Photo @samaverett

U L T R A L I G H T  &  D U R A B L E
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The SG Skyline Bino Harness falls in line with all Stone Glacier gear, focused 

on being ultralightweight and durable. Our Patent Pending OptikFit™ 

Technology creates a modular design for an exact fit to any compatible 

binocular. Paired with the Skyline Rangefinder Pocket and Skyline Bear Spray 

Holster, this setup will have you dialed for anything the backcountry has to 

throw at you. Made in the USA. 

SKYLINE BINO HARNESS

$119  |  Fits Binos up to 7” Tall  |  8.8 oz. (R)

SIZE GUIDE - PAGE 70

Full Enclosure Forward Open Hood 

SG’s Colby Adamek cinches up his bino harness on a morning 
where just leaving the tent feels like a victory. The Kestrel said 

that the temp on this morning was -11 degrees.
Photo: @zackboughton

Stone Glacier’s own, Jeff Sposito, secures the final load onto his Sky Archer 6400 for the trek to the nearest airstrip on a successful Alaskan moose hunt. Photo: @tay.dags

Patent Pending OptikFit™ technology allows you to adjust the Skyline Bino 

Harness to your optics. Gone are the days of dealing with optics flopping and 

moving in your harness as you hike. Simply adjust the front hood height, shock 

cord tension system, and back panel height for a true custom fit.

A Skyline Bino Harness
$119  |  8.8 oz. (R)

B Skyline Bear Spray Holster
$25  |  1 oz.

C Skyline Rangefinder Pocket
$35  |  2.2 oz. (R)

D Chinook Merino Crew LS
$99  |  S-XXL  |  8.3 oz. (L)

E M7 Pant
$329 | S - XXL & MT-XLT |  1 lb 7.3 oz (L)

F SG Brim Cuffed Beanie
$30  |  OSFM

FIELD GEAR CALLOUT

A

B

C

D

E

F

MADE IN THE USA

G Sky Archer 6400
$659  |  5 lb 8 oz.

G
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SQ2 ALPINE GAITER
The all-new SQ2 Alpine Gaiter incorporates our patent pending Contrail™ 

Bootstrap. Fully replaceable and constructed of high strength Dyneema® rope, 

the Contrail™ Bootstrap is unlike anything else on the market. With a pin-less 

buckle, 3-Layer Ripstop Hydrashield™ upper, and a durable X-Pac™ lower with a 

unique calf adjustment system for a perfect fit, this gaiter is sure to be the last you 

will ever need to buy.  

The gaiter you have always wanted.

It’s a process 
not a race.

Sometimes the product design process takes months, 

sometime it takes three years…as with the SQ2 Alpine 

Gaiter. While a gaiter appears a simple piece of gear, 

solving common failure issues and adding unique function 

features are not so simple.

By focusing on our hit list of problems to solve and 

testing for over three years, we have been able to 

reinvent fit, function, and durability of the alpine 

gaiter. The patience to work the design until it met 

all of our objectives has led to a unique, patent 

pending design.

Primary features include an indestructible patent pending 

Dyneema® Contrail Bootstrap™, waterproof breathable 

upper, X-Pac™ waterproof lower, elastic calf adjustment 

strap that moves with you and creates even calf tension, 

overlapping upper to fit exact size of the calf, and a heavy 

duty boot hook positioned to keep the front Velcro sealed.

Keeping our focus on producing the best gear piece 

possible – regardless of time invested – is what makes our 

design process unique. Only when a piece of gear meets 

our expectations with ample testing is it ready for sale.  

Until then, we will keep abusing, testing, and redesigning 

until it will also meet your expectations. A simple, yet 

complex process that ensures performance and durability 

in the field.

three
years
in the
making

Kurt Racicot, SG Founder & Lead Designer

Dropping Spring 2021

MADE IN THE USA

SG Founder Kurt Racicot pushing the last 
100 yards in hopes that his next glassing 
point will reveal a mature bull.
Photo: @davidframephoto
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lifestyle #repthram
Stone Glacier
Tall Cuff Beanie 
$30

SG Ram Hoody
$49 SG Ram T-Shirt

$30

Montana Patch Foamy
$25
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TECH
We’ve spent countless hours and years of development vetting and 

searching the globe for the best textile, materials, and manufacturing 
partners to ensure all Stone Glacier products are constructed with the 

highest quality parts available.  

Patent Pending OptikFit™ technology allows you to adjust the Skyline Bino Harness to your optics. Gone are the days of dealing 

with optics flopping and moving in your harness as you hike. Simply adjust the front hood height, shock cord tension system, 

and back panel height for a true custom fit.

Merino6™ is our propriety blend of the highest quality Merino Wool and high performing Nylon 6.6 micro denier yarns. After 

extensive testing, we found the perfect combination to be 89% Merino Wool and 11% Nylon. By blending Wool and Nylon, we 

created a textile that leverages the benefits of Merino with all the advantages of Nylon. Merino6™ products have an extremely 

soft hand feel, regulate your body temperature while eliminating odor, and won’t stretch or shrink like traditional 100% Merino 

textiles. Additionally, the Nylon fibers increase the moisture-wicking ability of the garment and enhance the durability of the 

textile, creating the perfect backcountry, next-to-skin, layering piece.

Our innovative Patent Pending Contour Waist™ System is designed specifically for increased comfort and performance when 

backpacking. Our goal was to eliminate bulk and allow an exact fit around the waist to reduce hot spots on the hips as a result 

from miles hiked wearing a tightly cinched waist belt. By minimizing the materials needed for belt loops, removing snaps and 

buttons, and incorporating our micro-adjust zipper fly, the Contour Waist™ System provides unparalleled comfort and a 100% 

custom fit, unlike any other pant system.

The Stratum™ Layered Zipper System is an innovative feature found on all Stone Glacier pants and bottoms. This unique system 

allows the wearer to vent their layers all the way to the skin for unprecedented temperature regulation without requiring the 

repetitive addition and removal of layers throughout the day. Increase warmth by keeping all the zippers closed during extended 

glassing sessions and unzip to quickly ventilate and dump heat during periods of high exertion. No matter the situation, the 

Stratum™ Layered Zipper System makes temperature regulation easier than ever.

The Contrail™ Bootstrap is a patent pending, fully replaceable, gaiter bootstrap constructed of extremely high tensile strength 

Dyneema® rope, fit to a pin-less buckle, creating a virtually indestructible bootstrap.

HyperDRY™ water resistant down is treated with a unique Fluorocarbon Free treatment that adheres to the down cluster that 

allows down to retain its superior warmth to weight ratio – even when wet.

Pertex® Quantum uses a tightly woven structure to provide a light and soft fabric that allows insulation to fully loft while also 

being quiet, windproof, lightweight and packable.

Pertex® YFuse fabrics use yarns with unique Y shaped filaments. These filaments create a tightly interlocking structure, which 

improves downproof and water beading properties. The interlocking structure of YFuse fabrics remains highly stable over 

extended wash and wear cycles.

Super DWR is a water repellent finish that maintains its high performance through extended wash and wear cycles.

Polygiene® prevents the growth of odor-causing bacteria at the source. To do this, Polygiene® uses low concentrations of silver 

salt (silver chloride), which has antimicrobial properties.

Proven in the mountains, HydraShield™ technology excels in the most unfavorable 
weather conditions. Waterproof, windproof and breathable, HydraShield™ textiles are 
profoundly durable while also remaining lightweight and packable.

HydraShield™ technology prevents rain and snow from passing through to your body 
while transporting water vapors from sweat to the exterior of the textile during high 
exertion activities. This transfusion process ensures you stay warm and dry in all wet 
weather conditions.

Our proprietary line of waterproof breathable textiles, HydraShield™, launched last year 
with a 3-Layer textile designed for the ultimate in durability and packability. This year 
we have expanded the HydraShield™ line to include HydraShield™ SS, a waterproof 
breathable soft-shell, and HydraShield™ RS, a rip-stop version for increased durability 
in high wear pieces, such as our all new SQ2 Alpine Gaiter.  
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Phone: 406.404.0641
Email: Info@StoneGlacier.com

Return Shipping Address:
Stone Glacier
608 W Griffin Dr., Unit A
Bozeman, MT 59715

APPAREL SIZE CHART
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HOW TO FIND YOUR MEASUREMENTS:

Note: Calculate your body measurements, then select your product size. If your measurements are between sizes, select a larger size 

for a looser fit or a smaller size for a tighter fit.

  Chest: With arms relaxed at your sides, measure under your arms, around the fullest part of your chest.  

  Sleeve: With arm relaxed at your side and slightly bent, measure from center back neck, across the shoulder to elbow and  

  down to the wrist.

 Waist: Measure around your waist at the narrowest part. This measurement should coincide with the size in which you   

 typically purchase pants.

  Belt Line: Measure around your waist at the point in which your pants typically ride.

  Inseam: From a standing position, measure from your crotch down the inside leg to the floor.
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Stone Glacier products are designed with an athletic fit to provide the highest level of performance in the field. Use the sizing chart below to help guide you to the 

appropriately sized garments. Note: the De Havilland, De Havilland LITE and the M5 Pants incorporate our Contour™ Waist System which provides approximately 

3 inches of waist adjustment to create an exact fit and provide adjustment for layering.

S M MT L LT XL XLT XXL

Chest 35 - 38 38½ - 41 41½ - 44 44½ - 47 47½ - 50

Sleeve 33 34 35 36 37

Waist 28 - 31 31½ - 34 31½ - 34 34½ - 37 34½ - 37 37½ - 40 37½ - 40 40½ - 43

Belt Line 28 - 32 32½ - 35 32½ - 
35

35½ - 38 35½ - 38 38½ - 41 38½ - 41 41½ - 44

Inseam 31 32 34 33 35 34 36 34
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Our patent pending Contour Waist™ System is designed to provide an exact fit around your waist. No more buying pants that 

are slightly too large or don’t fit quite right. This system also allows you to adjust the waist size of your pants to allow for a proper 

fit when layering base layers or insulation bottoms underneath. To adjust the Contour Waist, follow the steps below.

Unfasten the top buckle attachment and unzip the zipper fly.

While the zipper fly is unzipped, detach the left side (left as when the wearer is looking down on the zipper fly) of the zipper 

from the hook and loop pad by pulling it down and away, starting at the top.

Reattach the zipper fly to the hook and loop pad by starting at the bottom and pressing it firmly and evenly up towards the 

top. Attaching the zipper at a steeper angle to the left, will adjust the pants smaller. Attaching the zipper further to the right will 

adjust the pants larger.

Once the zipper is reattached, zip up the fly as normal and fasten the top buckle, adjusting tension as necessary. Repeat steps 

3 and 4 until the proper fit is achieved.

Once you find your proper fit, the zipper fly will work as normal and adjustment does not need to be made again until required 

when layering or as desired. 

Note: Proper fit is best achieved 

by adjusting the Contour Waist 

while wearing the pants. 
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Step 1: Measure bino height to find correct fitting row for Measurement A. Round to the next larger measurement if 

between measurements.

Step 2: Set hood height on front Velcro per Measurement B from chart. Measure from bottom of Velcro loop.

Step 3: Set back plate height per Measurement C from chart. The top of the plate should be approximately .75” below eye 

cup height. Measure from top of Velcro loop.

Step 4: Tighten shock cord on bottom of harness to snug top hood. Shock cord should only have minimal tension. If the 

hood is too stiff on opening, loosen the shock cord, adjust tension for a smooth operation.

CONTOUR WAIST™ PROPER FIT AND USE
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SKYLINE BINO HARNESS FIT GUIDE 

A Bino Height B Front Hood Height C Back Plate Height 

5.5 0 5

5.75 .25 .75

6 .5 1

6.25 .75 1.25

6.5 1 1.5

6.75 1.25 1.75

7 1.5 2

7.25 1.75 2.25

*m
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We offer a “30-Day Money Back Guarantee.” You have 

30-days from the date of purchase to return any of our 

products for a full refund or exchange for a different 

size. Products must still be in new and resalable 

condition without any physical damage, stains, etc. 

MONEY BACK 
GUARANTEE

After years of development, the Stone 

Glacier app is now a reality and available 

today in the iOS and Android app 

stores! Download it now for exclusive 

deals, early product releases, preorder 

opportunities, and instant access to fresh 

Stone Glacier content. All delivered 

directly to your phone.
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Simply point your smartphone camera at the QR code to view 
Skyline Bino Harness fit and features videos.

Stone Glacier products have a lifetime warranty 

against defects in material and workmanship. Any 

issues associated with normal wear and tear can be 

repaired at a minimal and reasonable charge. Please 

call or email us at the below contact information for 

any warranty related questions or issues.

Simply point your smartphone 

camera at the QR code & 

download the Stone Glacier app

If you have any questions about fit or sizing please feel free to 

contact us at Info@StoneGlacier.com or call us at 406.404.0641
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©2021 Stone Glacier Inc. - All rights reserved. All content and images are copyright and property of Stone Glacier. Stone Glacier is a result of 15 years of solo sheep hunts from the Dall country of Alaska to the 

unlimited districts of Montana’s Beartooth Wilderness. Stone Glacier, redefining the capabilities of ultralight. Catalog Design by the SG Art Department.

Long miles, heavy packs, and frozen protein bars make a stop at Taco Bell 
after a successful hunt seem like a gift from God himself.  Key items often 
include Cheesy Gordita Crunches, Crunchwrap Supremes®, and multiple 

orders of Cinnamon Twists. @tacobell 
Photo: @zackboughton    

Come visit our “shop-able” showroom in Bozeman, MT. 

Sometimes referred to as the “Rams Head Tavern“ you’ll 

often find meat on the grill and beer flowing from the 

kegerator. Our staff of experienced hunters are always 

happy to walk you through our product line and make 

sure you are ready for your next hunt.

@stoneglacier

#reptheram

#stoneglacier

stoneglacier.com
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